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Spine
  Michael Laurello
  (b. 1981)
  Dwight Van de Vate, Christian Davis, percussion
  Kate Bingham, piano

Hawk Honeymoon
  Evelin Szilvasi
  (b. 1996)
  Therese Giordano, horn

Palmetto Moon
  Andy Harnsberger
  (b. 1967)
  Dwight Van de Vate, Christian Davis, Kate Bingham, percussion

Black Minerals
  Joe W. Moore III
  (b. 1986)
  I. Obsidian
  II. Slate
  III. Onyx
  Kate Bingham, Mario Shaw, Jacob Bross, percussion

2+1
  Ivan Trevino
  (b. 1983)
  Mario Shaw, marimba

Green Ranger
  Andrea Venet
  (b. 1983)
  Christian Davis, Jacob Bross, Dwight Van de Vate, Mario Shaw,
  percussion
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